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CARL WARNER 

BiogRAphy

Born in Liverpool, England in 1963, he moved to Kent 
at the age of seven where as an only child he spent 
hours in his room drawing and creating worlds from 
his imagination having been inspired by artists such 
as Salvador Dali, Patrick Woodroofe and record sleeve 
artists such as Roger Dean and the work of Hipgnosis. 
Carl began his career by going to art college with a 
view to becoming an illustrator as he had a talent for 
drawing yet quickly discovered that his ideas and creative 
eye was better suited to photography as a faster and 
more exciting medium in which to work. After a year’s 
foundation course at Maidstone Art College he moved to 
the London College of Printing in 1982 to do a three year  
degree course in photography, film and television. In 1985 
he left to assist various photographers in the world of 
advertising for a year, after which he became one himself.

Although a very keen landscape photographer he 
initially established himself as a successful still life 
photographer, and then began to branch out into other 
areas of photography in the advertising world, shooting 
people and landscapes for a wide variety of products 
and brands. Over the past years he has been developing 
a body of work making landscapes out of food called 
‘Foodscapes’, which have been commissioned by many 
advertising agencies throughout the world for clients in 
the food industry. 
In January of 2008 this work was featured in the Sunday 
Times, after which the flood gates opened to a host 
of media attention from magazines and newspapers 
to television reports, documentaries and interviews 
including appearances with Richard and Judy and the 
One show in the UK, to CBS Sunday Morning in the U.S.
The publishing of the images on many TV and newspaper 
websites led to the creation of viral emails which are 
still to this day being passed around the globe. These 
virals led to a recognition of his work which resulted in 
a book deal with a major U.S. publisher, the licensing of 
images for many merchandising opportunities as well 
as advertising campaigns and commissions from some 
of the biggest brand names in the food world. Some of 
these campaigns have led Carl to expand his work into 
the moving image where he has begun to direct television 
and internet commercials.

His first book “Carl Warner’s Food Landscapes” published 
by Abrams in New York was released in October 2010 
and shows how each one was created and what inspired 
them. His second book “A World of Food” was released in 
May 2012 and is aimed more towards children. Carl would 
like to see his work being used more to educate people 
about food and nutrition and encourage a better attitude 
towards healthy eating.

Although Carl’s ‘Foodscape’ work has been exhibited 
across the globe, from Hong Kong to Sao Paulo in both 
galleries and food festivals, and his images have been 
used on countless blogs and websites about art and food. 
His greatest passion is for creating new and innovative 
imagery where one thing looks like another, and where his 
creative talent can be used to design and conceive new 
ways of looking at the world.

ThE FoodsCApE WoRk

The ‘Foodscapes’ are created in Carl’s London studio where 
they are built on top of a large purpose built triangular 
table top. The scenes are photographed in layers from 
foreground to background and sky as the process is very 
time consuming and so the food quickly wilts under the 
lights. Each element is then put together in post production 
to achieve the final image.

“Although I’m very hands on with my work, I do use model 
makers and food stylists to help me create the sets. I tend 
to start with a drawing which I sketch out in order to get the 
composition worked out, this acts as a blue print for the team 
to work to.” 

Once the drawing is agreed upon, Carl then works out what 
each part of the scene will be made from, and working with 
his food stylist they together determine the best ingredients 
to work with in order to achieve his aims.
“I tend to draw a very conventional landscape using classic 
compositional techniques as I need to fool the viewer into 
thinking it is a real scene at first glance, it is the realisation that 
the scene is in fact made of food that brings a smile that brings 
a smile to the viewer, and for me that’s the best part”.

Having worked for many years as a photographer bringing 
ideas to life for advertising agencies Carl became very 
experienced in lighting, and especially the recreation of 
natural looking light using a combination of tungsten and 
flash lighting equipment.

“I’ve always enjoyed the discipline of working in the studio, and 
the spontaneity of working outdoors in natural light, as you 
never know what you’re going to get. With my ‘Foodscapes’ I 
can now put together the knowledge of natural light with the 
control of recreating it in the studio in order to bring out the 
colours and textures as well as the beauty of a scene”.

These images can take up to two or three days to build and 
photograph and then a couple of days retouching and fine 
tuning the images to blend all the elements together. Carl 
spends a lot of time planning each image before shooting 
in order to choose the best ingredients to replicate larger 
scale shapes and forms within nature, so he spends a lot 
of time staring at vegetables in supermarkets which makes 
him seem a little odd! However, he is careful to point out 
that finding the right shaped broccoli to use as a tree is an 
all important task.

“Although there is a fair amount of waste, there is a lot of food 
left over which is always shared out with the team, though most 
of the food used in the sets have either been super glued or 
pinned and none of this makes for good eating!”.
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ABoUT iCE 

The Italian Trade Agency-ICE is the Government agency that supports the globalisation 
of Italian firms, under the Ministry of Economic Development’s strategies. ICE helps 
to develop, facilitate and promote Italian economic and trade relations with foreign 
countries, focusing on the needs of SME, their associations and partnerships. ICE 
sustains Italian firms in their internationalisation processes and promotes the marketing 
of Italian goods and services, Italian investments, as well as the image of “Made in Italy” 
products worldwide.

ICE provides information, support and consultancy to Italian companies on foreign 
markets, promoting and fostering export and cooperation in all areas - industry, 
agricultural and agri-food, services, etc. - with the target of increasing their presence 
and making it more effective on international markets. ICE works closely with the Italian 
Regions, the network of the Italian Chambers of Commerce, business organisations and 
other public and private entities. ICE headquarters are in Rome, with a large network of 
offices around the world and acts as “Trade Promotion Sections” of the Italian Embassies 
or Consulates. 

 

ICE is now involved in “Piano Sud”, an initiative designed to enable the enterprises
and research systems of Italy’s so-called Convergence Regions - Campania, Calabria, 
Apulia and Sicily – to express their full potential for innovation and excellence. For 
this reason we have the pleasure to present in the Italian pavilion at IFE, with 53 food 
producing companies from Campania, Calabria, Apulia and Sicily.

iNdEX

BAkERy pRodUCTs (biscuits, breads, cakes, crackers)

AGRIGENUS
AIDA BIO SRL UNIPERSONALE
APULIA FOOD SRL
FIASCONARO SRL
GARGAN’OK
ITALIANS - TRADITIONAL TEMPTATIONS  
P.A.P. SRL “CARA NONNA”
PRINCIPIO SRL
PUGLIA SELECTION
RISO ELLEBI SAS
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES
UNIBRANDS – BAKED PRODUCTS SPECIALIST
VALLE FIORITA

ChARCUTERiE & MEAT pRodUCTs

CAMPANIA ALIMENTARE
PUGLIA SELECTION
SALUMIFICIO ROSOTTA

ChEEsEs

INDUSTRIA ALIMENTARE TANAGRINA SRL
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES
ZAPPALA’ SPA

ChoCoLATE & CoNFECTioNERy

MAGLIO – ITALIAN CHOCOLATE SINCE 1875
SAGI SRL
SWEET CLUB SRL

CoFFEE

CAFFE’ CAVALIERE SRL
CAFFEN SRL
PASKA’ SRL “INTENSO AROMA DI CAFFÈ”
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES
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CoNdiMENTs

D’AMICO – D&D ITALIA SPA
LABBATE SRL
PUGLIA SELECTION
SAI – SALI ALIMENTARI E INDUSTRIALI SRL
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES

Fish pRodUCTs

CARLINO SRL
D’AMICO – D&D ITALIA SPA
RENNA SRL
ZAROTTI SPA

FRUiTs (pREsERVEd, dRiEd), FRUiT JiUCEs, JAMs

AGRICOLA CAPUTI JAMBRENGHI GRAZIA
AGRIGENUS
ANTICA SICILIA SRL
ARTIBEL SRL
BIO ORGANICA ITALIA SRL
CAMPO D’ORO VILLA REALE 
DO.DA.CO. SRL
GARGAN’OK
M.G.M
MASIELLO FOOD
PUGLIA CONSERVE SRL
PUGLIA SELECTION
RENNA SRL
RISO ELLEBI SAS
SAGI SRL
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES
TENUTA BIANCHI CONSERVE SRL
VINCENZO CAPUTO SRL

hERBs, iNgREdiENTs

FARRIS SRL
SAI – SALI ALIMENTARI E INDUSTRIALI SRL

oLiVE oiLs

AGRICOLA CAPUTI JAMBRENGHI GRAZIA
AZ. AGR. BERLINGERI
AZ. AGR. DI MICCO PASQUA
BIO ORGANICA ITALIA SRL

D’AMICO – D&D ITALIA SPA
D’ORAZIO SRL
FRANTOIO GALANTINO
GUSTI ITALIA
LABBATE SRL
OLEIFICIO SAN CALOGERO
P.A.P. SRL “CARA NONNA”
PRINCIPIO SRL
PUGLIA CONSERVE SRL
PUGLIA SELECTION
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES

oRgANiC pRodUCTs

AGRICOLA CAPUTI JAMBRENGHI GRAZIA
AGRICONSERVE REGA
AIDA BIO SRL UNIPERSONALE
ARTIBEL SRL
AZ. AGR. BERLINGERI
BIO ORGANICA ITALIA SRL
CAFFE’ CAVALIERE SRL
D’AMICO – D&D ITALIA SPA
DAVIA SPA
DO.DA.CO. SRL
FARRIS SRL
FRANTOIO GALANTINO
GUSTI ITALIA
LABBATE SRL
PUGLIA CONSERVE SRL
RISPOLI LUIGI & C. SRL
UNIBRANDS – BAKED PRODUCTS SPECIALIST
VALLE FIORITA
VINCENZO CAPUTO SRL

pAsTA

GARGAN’OK
P.A.P. SRL “CARA NONNA”
PASTIFICIO RISCOSSA SPA
RISO ELLEBI SAS
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES

RiCE

RISO ELLEBI SAS
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sAUCEs & VEgETABLE spREAds

AGRIGENUS
CAMPO D’ORO VILLA REALE 
D’AMICO – D&D ITALIA SPA
LABBATE SRL
PUGLIA SELECTION
RISPOLI LUIGI & C. SRL
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES

sNACks

AGRIGENUS
M.G.M
PUGLIA SELECTION
SAGI SRL
UNIBRANDS – BAKED PRODUCTS SPECIALIST
VINCENZO CAPUTO SRL

ToMATo pRodUCTs

AGRICONSERVE REGA
AGRIGENUS
D’AMICO – D&D ITALIA SPA
DAVIA SPA
MASIELLO FOOD
PUGLIA SELECTION
RISO ELLEBI SAS
RISPOLI LUIGI & C. SRL
SILARUS, ITALIAN FOOD SPECIALITIES

WiNEs, LiQUEURs

AZ. AGR. BERLINGERI
CASA PRIMIS
GARGAN’OK
LABBATE SRL
PUGLIA SELECTION

AgRiCoLA CApUTi JAMBRENghi gRAZiA

Via G. Mazzini, 87
70038 Terlizzi (BA)
Tel: +39 346 6671170
Fax: +39 080 3542523
graziacj@alice.it
www.oliobioterlizzi.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/F

Our company has always been specialised in the production and processing of olives 
and almonds. Our aim is to produce only organic olive oil and almonds using eco-
friendly products. In a globalised and intensive agriculture, our biggest goal is to 
protect consumers by producing only organic olive oil and almonds through natural 
processes and keeping the flavours of the earth. 

AgRiCoNsERVE REgA

Via Foce 244
80040 Striano (NA)
Tel: +39 081 8276270
Fax: +39 081 8277580
info@agriconserverega.com
www.agriconserverega.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/O

Agriconserve Rega food industry was born in 1965. It is a family run business with 
a long experience in the tomato processing. It offers a wide range of high quality 
products, like peeled tomatoes, cherry tomatoes and tomato purees, both organic and 
DOP. 
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ANTiCA siCiLiA sRL

Via I. Bracchi, Zona Artigianale Trepunti, 
Capannone 19
95014 Giarre (CT)
Tel: +39 095 7415270
Fax: +39 095 7415270
info@anticasicilia.it
www.anticasicilia.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2604/E

Antica Sicilia started its activities at the beginning of the third millennium in a small 
town at the slopes of the Volcano Etna. It is a small company specialised in the 
production of preserved vegetables in oil, using only top quality raw materials. The 
primary objective of Antica Sicilia has always been to satisfy its customers through 
quality and authenticity.

AgRigENUs

Via Delle Industrie, 292, Zona ASI-Loc. Pantano
80011 Acerra (NA)
Tel: +39 081 5202064 
Fax: +39 081 3606281
info@agrigenus.com
www.agrigenus.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2620/B

The leading product of Agrigenus is the “San Marzano DOP tomato”, a typical 
tomato from Campania Region. Furthermore, the company is also specialised in 
the production of oven-baked goods, using only from ancient wheat varieties and 
cultivated with environmental friendly techniques.

AidA Bio sRL UNipERsoNALE

Via del Bevaio snc
94010 Assorro (EN)
Tel: +39 0935 667119
Fax: +39 0935 667119
Aidabio1srl@gmail.com
www.aidagiangreco.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2640/E

Aida Bio SRL was born in 2015, from the partial conversion of A.I.D.A of Paul 
Giangreco. The company is specialised in the production of typical Sicilian sweets. 
The characteristic of the company are the strong respect towards Sicilian products. 
Aida Bio promotes and ensures quality through its production. Its main aim is to 
represent the quality and authenticity of Sicilian traditions on the international 
markets. 

ApULiA Food sRL

Via Ugo La Malfa, 5/7
76012 Canosa di Puglia (BT)
Tel: +39 0883 613051
Fax: +39 0883670089
info@itesoridicanusium.it
www.itesoridicanusium.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2670/E

Apulia Food is a company specialised in the production of handmade taralli, made 
according to ancient traditional methods and recipes which are marketed under 
the brand I TESORI DI CANUSIUM. The company uses only simple and genuine 
ingredients, carefully selected and processed.
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ARTiBEL sRL

Sp. N. 39-Loc. Cuoco
87033 Belmonte Calabro (CS)
Tel: +39 0982 47210
Fax: +39 0982 47210
info@artibel.com
www.artibel.com
Region: Calabria
STAND: S2670/N

Artibel was born in 1988, from the idea of Arlia family. The first manufacturers 
and processors of typical products working with the short chain guaranteed 100% 
Calabria - South Italy.
We are specialized in the processing of the “Dottato” fig DOP - Organic from Cosenza, 
expert in creating products with Tropea Red Onion IGP, jams, essence, pesto and Hot 
chili pepper “Calabria” – Organic.

AZ. AgR. BERLiNgERi

C/da Berlingeri snc
Mazara del Vallo (TP)
Tel: +39 0923 1877292
Fax: +39 0923 1877507
info@aziendaagricolaberlingeri.it
www.aziendaagricolaberlingeri.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2604/D

Based on values of passion and love Berlingeri is specialized in the agriculture and 
transformation of organic sicilian products like olives, IGP olive oil, IGP wines and 
pomegranate. Ten kilometers by the sea, the farm has a beautiful resort where our 
guests can come and enjoy our world.

AZ. AgR. di MiCCo pAsQUA

Via Andria Km. 1500
76125 Trani (BT)
Tel: +39 0883 501241
Fax: +39 0883 501241
nicola.dicorrado@oliodimicco.it
www.oliodimicco.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2640/M

Since 1986 the “Di Micco” farm has based its activity on the oil culture and directly 
administrates its own lands “Tenuta San Giovanni”. The family farm dedicates 
its production to extra-virgin olive oil, from only one specific variety of olives: the 
“Coratina”, extracted with cold mechanical process to preserve the wholesomeness 
of the fruit. Thanks to their continuous improvements in quality their oil has been 
awarded the certification DOP “Terre di Bari”. 

Bio oRgANiCA iTALiA sRL

Strada Provinciale 65
71042 Cerignola (FG)
Tel: +39 0885 842793 
Fax: +39 0885 890282
carlogaudiano@bio-gaudiano.it
www.biorganicanuova.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2604/M

Bio Organica Italia is one of the biggest organic and biodynamic vegetable appetisers 
producers in Europe. For the past 20 years, the company has grown and processes 
exclusively organic products (mainly olives, artichokes, sun dried tomatoes, tomato 
sauces, capers and several other Apulian processed vegetables). Since 1999 the 
company is present in the principal European organic distribution chains, with the 
label “Biorganica Nuova” and “Bio Gustiamo” available for retail and food service 
line. They can also produce under private label for other international companies. 
Bio Organica Italia has obtained several products and process certifications in 
accordance with the highest quality standards as for example: BRC global standard 
food or Demeter biodynamic products certification.
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CAFFE’ CAVALiERE sRL

Via dei Faggi, 12/14
70026 Modugno (BA)
Tel: +39 080 5052155
Fax: +39 0802221369
info@caffecavaliere.it
www.caffecavaliere.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2604/C

The quality of Caffè Cavaliere is guaranteed by the attention we pay to constantly 
updating our plant, which is among the most modern ones in Europe, where uniform 
and consistent roasting is ensured.  Caffe’ Cavaliere operates in domestic and 
international markets with a wide range of conventional and organic coffee blends 
(both whole coffee beans and ground coffee) in bag, box, pods and capsules. 

CAFFEN sRL

Via Giuseppe Meazza, 39 
80026 Casoria (NA)
Tel: +39 081 7871023
Fax: +39 081 7871022
caffen@caffen.it
www.caffen.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2640/S

Caffen is a Neapolitan coffee producers since 1955. The company is specialised in 
the production of coffee blends perfect to obtain the classic Neapolitan espresso. The 
production includes coffee beans, ground coffee, capsules and pods, and their blends 
have been awarded the golden medal at the International Coffee Tasting, the only 
international competition for espresso coffee.

CAMpANiA ALiMENTARE

Corso Meridionale E 18
80143 Napoli (NA)
Tel: +39 081 5550021  Mob: +39 347 355 3865
Fax: +39 081 5551491
info@campaniaalimentare.it
www.campaniaalimentare.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/A

Campania Alimentare with the brand “MAD’E 1849” the company proposes recipes 
and processing techniques passed on through the generations for over 150 years. The 
company is proud to offer you a real Salame di Napoli, made in Naples. 
Cantine Mediterranee tends to enhance the wines of Campania, with particular regard 
to Vesuvius, the Benevento Sannio and Irpinia.
Catine Mediterranee is one of the few Italian companies to produce wines Certificates 
“kosher”. Our aim is to let you have a taste of real and original flavour of salami and 
sausages “Mad’E” in Napoli with Cantine Mediterranee wines.

CAMpo d’oRo ViLLA REALE 

Contrada Scunchipane
92019 Sciacca (AG)
Tel: UK +44  01427 754254  ITA +39 0925 80100
Fax: +39 0925 80089
info@campodoro.eu
www.campodoro.eu
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2604/A

For over 30 years Campo d’Oro has been producing a vast range of gastronomic 
products, keeping alive a family tradition that is committed to producing high 
quality food preserves. The company is now at his second-generation management, 
producing typical Sicilian preserves, sauces, pates, fish, jams and organic products. 
Quality certifications BRC, IFS.
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CARLiNo sRL

C.da Bordea, Zona Industriale
92019 Sciacca (AG)
Tel: +39 0925 21960
Fax: +39 0925 82850
info@carlino-sciacca.it
www.carlino-sciacca.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2604/K

The family run business Carlino is based on passion and traditions, values that 
have remained unchanged during the years, passed on from father to son. Here in 
southwest Sicily they use local fish from the Mediterranean, which is renowned for 
its excellent flavour, freshness and brightness. Using traditional methods, the Carlino 
Company provide the optimum conditions for preserving and seasoning fish. The 
company produces anchovies and sardines, both salted, in oil, marinated and in paste. 

CAsA pRiMis

Via Ortonova, km 0,500
71048 Stornarella (FG)
Tel: +39 0885 433333
Fax: +39 0885 842972
info@primisvini.com
www.primisvini.com
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2640/K

Casa Primis was founded in 2005 by two young experts, Nicola Selano and Gianni 
Mauriello, who decided to bet on their territory. The company only processes and 
produces wine using grapes cultivated in their vineyards, personally controlling each 
passage of the production process, from harvesting to bottling to merchandising. 

d’AMiCo – d&d iTALiA spA

Via Irno
84098 Pontecagnano-Faiano (SA)
Tel: +39 089 2021232
Fax: +39 089 3856935
info@damico.it
www.damico.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2640/O

D’Amico – D&D Italia SPA is a company specialised in the production of a wide range 
of antipasti, pickles, tomato sauces, condiments, dipping sauces, olives, sautéed 
mushrooms, premium pulses and anchovies. The company distinguishes itself for 
high quality standards and constant research for new products and new production 
methods. 

dAViA spA

Via Motta Casa dei Miri, 5
80050 Gragnano (NA) 
Tel: +39 081 8703739
Fax: +39 081 19370007
cosimodambrosio@davia.it 
www.davia.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2640/A

Davia SPA, based in Gragnano, Naples, was founded in 1989 and it is specialised in 
processing Italian tomatoes. The company’s main business is the production of the 
“red line”, which is divided into two categories: canned tomatoes and sieved tomatoes 
in glass. The red line products are obtained using exclusively Italian fresh tomatoes, 
both conventional and organic.
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do.dA.Co. sRL

Via De Riso, 6 
84018 Scafati (SA)
Tel: +39 081 8567219
Fax: +39 0818567219
info@dodaco.eu
www.dodaco.eu
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/K

DO.DA.CO is a co-packer company specialised in packing purees, smoothies, fruit and 
vegetables juices and nectars in flexible packaging (Doypack) for private companies 
and distributors. We provide support at every step of the production process, from 
choosing the ingredients to distributing the final product. Years of research and study 
have put us at the forefront of the sector, using one of the most advanced technology 
systems in the industry in order to offer to our clients a top-qualitySILA product.

d’oRAZio sRL

Via dell’Ulivo, 1
70014 Conversano (BA)
Tel: +39 080 4955442
Fax: +39 0804090784
export@frantoiodorazio.it
www.frantoiodorazio.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/K

Frantoio D’Orazio is a family run business with a long experience in the production of 
extra-virgin olive oil. The added value of our products is the attractive packaging: not 
a simple bottle but an original table decoration souvenir. Our mission is to continue 
our heritage in producing high quality extra-virgin olive oil and to spread our quality 
worldwide. 

FARRis sRL

S.P. 109, Loc. Borgo Giardinetto
71027 Orsara di Puglia (FG)
Tel: +39 0881 977511
Fax: +39 0881 977511
commerciale@farrisnet.it
www.farrisnet.it
Region: Puglia 
STAND: S2620/G

Farris s.r.l. produces Dehydrated, semi-dry and dry-freeze vegetables for the food 
industry. 
Thanks to the innovative productive process we obtain dehydrated, semi-dry and dry-
freeze vegetables, which preserve almost the same organoleptic characteristics of the 
fresh ones, excellent microbiological requisites and a steady quality standard.
We can supply products coming both from conventional and organic agriculture. 

FiAsCoNARo sRL

Piazza Margherita, 10
90013 Castelbuono (PA)
Tel: +39 0921 677 132
Fax: +39 0921 676 800
fiasconaro@fiasconaro.com
www.fiasconaro.com
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2640/H

Fiasconaro is a modern, continuously expanding company based in Sicily. Our core 
business is the production of the typical Easter and Christmas Italian desserts, 
Colomba (literally translated: the Dove) and Panettone. The unmistakable sign of 
identification of our baked products is the natural leavening, a very slow fermentation 
process that takes about 36 hours. The love of nature’s flavours, the respect for 
nature’s time and an unshakable faith in tradition, have never made Fiasconaro fall for 
the enticements of large scale industrial production.
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FRANToio gALANTiNo

Via Vecchia Corato, 2
76011 Bisceglie (BT)
Tel: +39 080 3921320
Fax: +39 0803951834
info@galantino.it
www.galantino.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/N

We are an Italian oil mill since 1926, specialised in the production of top quality 
extra-virgin olive oil, not only conventional but also organic and DOP. We also produce 
natural flavoured oils, olives in brine, ceramic jars and gift sets.
We sell to the best importers and gourmet shops all over the world and we produce 
also for private labels. 

gARgAN’ok

Localita’ Stinchitiello, zona PiP
71037 Monte Sant’Angelo (FG)
Tel: +39 0884 565713
Fax: +39 0884 222009
garganosapori@virgilio.it 
www.garganosapori.com
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/E

Gargan’OK is an artisan company specialised in the production of liqueurs, pasta, 
jams and cakes, applying only the ancient recipes of the Gargano, an Apulian sub-
region. We carefully choose our raw materials, and we are able to satisfy the most 
demanding palates and the lovers of genuine Italian cuisine. Each step of our 
production process is certified and meets the highest European standards in terms of 
food safety. The production is based on 5 production lines: pasta, spirits, sweets, jams 
and taralli. 

gUsTi iTALiA

Contrada Piccoli, 14/16
72100 Brindisi (BR)
Tel: +39 0831 1810813
Fax: +39 08311810908
info@gitalia.org
www.gitalia.org
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2640/F

Gusti Italia oils are the result of a thorough and careful selection of the best raw 
materials in order to bring on tables all over the world a product that fully reflects the 
high expectations of today’s consumers, more and more attentive to the quality of 
food products.
Gusti Italia’s Quality Assurance Managers scrupulously control all the production 
phases to ensure that the exceptionally high standards are kept, trying to further 
increase, where possible, quality and image. Our mission is your satisfaction!

iNdUsTRiA ALiMENTARE TANAgRiNA sRL

Via della Sorgente
84030 San Pietro al Tanagro (SA)
Tel: +39 0975398100
Fax: +39 0975399382
commerciale@tanagrina.com
www.tanagrina.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/P

The company was founded more than 30 years ago by Mr. Francesco Scorza. It is now 
at its second-generation management and today it is one of the most strong Italian 
dairy producer. We are specialised in the production and marketing of dairy products, 
essential ingredients for making the classic Neapolitan pizza.
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iTALiANs - TRAdiTioNAL TEMpTATioNs  

Via Sassanelli, 42
70124 Bari (BA)
Tel: +39 0805 520009
Fax: +39 0805 562053
info@progettoimpresasrl.it
www.italians.store
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2670/H

Italians – Traditional Temptations is a brand owned by Progetto Impresa SRL.  Their 
mission is to bring Apulian traditional and typical food worldwide. The products 
are handmade by a net of partners, using only the best Apulian raw materials. We 
promote the tradition of Apulian bakery and pastry products worldwide. 

LABBATE sRL

Via Taurisano, 18
73059 Urgento (LE)
Tel: +39 0833 555645
Fax: +39 0833 555992
info@labbateolio.com
www.labbate.com
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/C

Labbate, member of the National Italian Registry of Historical Enterprises, was 
founded in 1902. Based in Apulia, thanks to the perfect climate to grow olive trees, the 
company is specialised in the production of extra-virgin olive oil, organic oil, DOP oil, 
wine, table olives, sauces, balsamic vinegar and many others organic products. 
The processing is made exclusively with modern techniques, but always respecting 
the Apulian tradition, making each product genuine and essential ingredient of the 
Mediterranean diet. 

M.g.M

Via San Pietro, Zona Industriale ASI
83012 Cervinara (AV)
Tel: +39 0824 844791
Fax: +39 0824 844799
info@mgmalimentari.com
www.mgmalimentari.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2620/A

Since 1994 the mission of MGM is the marketing of quality food thanks the thirty 
years experience of Maurizio Vaglia. 
MGM has always offered and provided the market with top quality products, able to 
satisfy the most demanding palates. The search and selection of local products and 
exclusiveness, allowed MGM to establish itself nationally and internationally as a 
supplier of fine foods for the best Hotels and Restaurants.

MAgLio – iTALiAN ChoCoLATE siNCE 1875

Via Zara, 2, Zona PIP
73024 Maglie (LE)
Tel: +39 0836 427444
Fax: +39 0836 483620
maglio@cioccolatomagio.it
www.cioccolatomaglio.it
Region: Puglia
sTANd: s2670/C

Maglio is a family run artisan company since 1875, specialised in the production of 
chocolate. In Maglio’s artisan workshop, skilful hands carefully craft fruit pralines, 
fruit jellies, aromatic biscuits and delicious jams. The great care that goes into 
the production of our chocolate is shown by the choice of excellent raw materials, 
including only the highest quality cocoa beans which have been sustainably 
produced.
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MAsiELLo Food 

Via E. Denicola
71042 Cerignola (FG)
Tel: +39 0885 841315
Fax: +39 0885 841313
info@masiellofood.it
www.masiellofood.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2640/C

Masiello Food is located in the heart of “Tavoliere delle Puglie”, one of the top food 
farming areas. The new production facility covers over thirteen thousand square 
meters with 3 production lines and 23,000 Kg. of vegetables processed daily. We are 
specialised in the production of appetisers, preserved vegetables in oil (artichokes, 
olives, sundried tomatoes, capers, mushrooms, beans) and also kosher products all 
available for retail and foodservice. 
The company is certified by IFS –BRC and ISO 9001.

oLEiFiCio sAN CALogERo

C/da Tabasi SSP 37
92019 Sciacca (AG)
Tel: +39 092 585742
Fax: +39 092 585742
Info@regnodegliulivi.it
www.regnodegliulivi.it
Region: Sicilia
sTANd: s2670/g

The Santangelo family has worked with dedication for several generations. For 
the past 50 years we have been producing extra-virgin olive oil, and distributing to 
more than twenty countries worldwide. Our products are divided into three lines, 
which include Monocultivar, Blend and Flavoured extra-virgin olive oil made with 
Sicilian Nocellara, Biancolilla and Cerasuola olives. We are proud of the quality of our 
products using with hand-picked olives with very low acidity levels.

p.A.p. sRL “CARA NoNNA”

Via L. Cannelonga, zona Pip
71016 San Severo (FG)
Tel: +39 0882 333496
Fax: +39 0882 333497
info@caranonna.it
www.caranonna.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/O

Cara Nonna was founded in 1989 in Puglia and it represents the best union between 
tradition, quality and technology. We offer more than 200 different gourmet pasta 
shapes, a wide range of baked products as well as extra-virgin olive oil. We offer only 
top quality products, cherished not only in Italy but worldwide.

pAskA’ sRL “iNTENso ARoMA di CAFFÈ”

Via delle Industrie, 35 
80147 Napoli (NA)
Tel: +39 081 5592128
Fax: +39 081 5595155
info@intenso.biz
www.intenso.biz
Region: Campania
STAND: S2640/Q

Paska’ SRL is a company specialised in roasting and packing coffee, with its 
headquarters in Naples, the city well-known for its good espresso. The passion for our 
job, the use of innovative technology, the deep technical knowledge of coffee allow us 
to offer the best quality with the best prices to consumers. 
Our blends, made with the ancient traditional recipe of the Neapolitan espresso, are 
famous for the quality (Italian roast) and are available in all the classic formats. 
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pAsTiFiCio RisCossA spA

S.P 231 – Km 48,360
70033 Corato (BA)
Tel: +39 080 3582111
Fax: +39 080 3582246
rodolfo.tito@riscossa.it
www.riscossa.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2670/M

Founded in 1902, Pastificio Riscossa is now a leader in the dry pasta sector, exporting 
to more than 80 countries worldwide. Wholesome ingredients and a traditional 
processing method are the basis of the unmistakable taste of Riscossa. With an 
annual productive capacity of 10,000 tonnes, the company is at the vanguard of the 
sector, thanks to the totally automatized productive processes. We always select only 
the best raw materials, to bring to your table the great tradition of Italian pasta.

pRiNCipio sRLs

Via Duca degli Abruzzi, 60
76123 Andria (BT)
Tel: +39 0883559682
Fax: +39 0883559682
Mobile: +393316796112
info@principiofood.it
www.principiofood.com puglia 
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2604/G

Principio is our name and our brand. It means “principle”, and it perfectly identifies our 
characteristic: we work with passion. 
Our ideology is the research of quality and authenticity in our products. We are 
specialised in the production of the traditional Apulian specialities: olive oil, taralli, 
friselle, crostini, crackers and biscuits. 

pUgLiA CoNsERVE sRL

Via dei Falegnami, 5
70026 Modugno (BA)
Tel: +39 0805 323727
Fax: +39 0805 123081
pugliaconserve@libero.it
www.pugliaconserve.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/M

We are farmers and manufacturers of olives and other products like peppers, 
aubergines and tomatoes. Our core business is represented by the packing of table 
olives (both for industrial and domestic use) and preserves in oil, like sundried 
tomatoes, aubergines, artichokes, courgettes and many more. 
The quality of our products begins from the application of HACCP system and it is 
confirmed by ourt BRC, IFS and Organic certifications. 

pUgLiA sELECTioN

Via Jupinero Serra, 19
70125 Bari (BA)
Tel: +39 0809 670863
Fax: +39 0809 670863
info@oncoming.it
www.pugliaselection.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2604/F

Puglia Selection is an association of Apulian companies specialised in the food 
sector. We decided to join forces and professionality in order to spread Apulian 
gastronomic culture abroad. Companies that join PUGLIA SELECTION have deep roots 
in Apulia: born in Apulia and run by apulian entrepreneurs, they create excellent food 
following old traditions, giving to their products a typical and authentic taste that only 
apulian sun, wind, sea and land can give.
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RENNA sRL

Via S. Oronzo, 139
72015 Fasano (BR)
Tel: +39 080 4426250
Fax: +39 080 4392841
info@rennasrl.com
www.rennasrl.com
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/H

For more than 30 years we have been producing fish and vegetable products, 
preserved both in oil and in brine. Our products are ready to eat and are made using 
traditional recipes and processing methods. They are suitable as starters, sides or as 
condiments for pasta and rice creating genuine and delicious Italian dishes. 

Riso ELLEBi sAs

Via Tommaso Vitale, 79
80030 San Paolo Belsito (NA)
Tel: +39 081 8295378
Mobile: +39 3348651264
Fax: +39 081 5105526
export@risoellebi.com
www.risoellebi.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2640/N

The company has its roots in the early 1980’s, when its founder, Luigi Bifulco, after 
living several years in regions with a high production of rice, decided to start his own 
activity producing rice and cereals. The activity was then inherited by his two sons.
The interest toward the international markets started at the beginning of the 21st 
century with participation to international fairs and the beginning of commercial 
relations with the USA.
The production now includes not only rice, but also a wide range of other products, 
like tomatoes, beans, biscuits, dried fruit and pasta. Our mission is to provide 
consumers the authenticity of Italian products. Our motto is “Quality on the table”.

RispoLi LUigi & C. sRL

Via Mazzini, 3 Borgo Carillia
84023 Altavilla Silentina (SA)
Tel: +39 828 987038
Fax: +39 828 987314
info@conserverispoli.it
www.conserverispoli.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/D

The Rispoli family started their business in 1969, specialising in the processing and 
transformation of tomatoes. The company produces whole peeled tomatoes, chopped 
tomatoes, chopped tomatoes with herbs, cherry tomatoes and ready sauces, both 
conventional and organic. 80% of our production is exported worldwide. 

sAgi sRL

Via Roma, 262
80020 Frattaminore (NA)
Tel: +39 081 8312244
Fax: +39 081 0133002
infosagisrl@gmail.com
www.sagisrl.org
Region: Campania
STAND: S2604/H

Sagi SRL is  devoted to the production and distribution of dried fruit; by concentrating 
its attention on the production, processing and marketing of chestnuts, it is 
recognized among the leaders of sector.  
Lately, thanks to investments in new technologies, we have expanded our product 
range, launching “Ciocofrutta”, carefully selected fruit covered with a thin layer of 
chocolate. 
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sAi – sALi ALiMENTARi E iNdUsTRiALi sRL

Zona Torretta
76016 Margherita di Savoia (BT)
Tel: +39 0883 654677
Fax: +39 0883 657291
saisali@saisali.it
www.saisali.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/D

SAI is a modern industrial company which holds the experience of 4 generations of 
sea salt producers. Our salt is extracted from the pristine waters of the Adriatic Sea. 
We offer a wide range of products for industrial and domestic use, including a range 
of packaging and labelling as well as private labels. We always strive for efficiency 
and quality in supplying natural Italian sea salt. 

sALUMiFiCio RosoTTA 

Via IV Novembre, 233
81038 Trentola di Ducenta (CE)
Tel: +39 081 8140234
Fax: +39 081 8148980
info@rosotta.it
www.rosotta.com
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/B

Salumificio Rosotta has a history of long tradition and since 1962 transforms fine 
Italian pork meats into high quality cold cuts. Our products are always genuine, made 
of selected raw materials and processed in controlled environments with a slow and 
patient ageing, in which time blends the right balance between temperature, humidity 
and air purity. A result achieved and perfectioned over the years. 

siLARUs, iTALiAN Food spECiALiTiEs

Via Manzella, snc
84020 Palamonte (SA)
Tel: +39 0828 1818957
Fax: +39 0828 1818870
Mobile: +39 3389549348
info@silarus.it
www.silarus.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2604/N

Silarus is a leader company in Italy and abroad in the selection and distribution of 
Italian products. We operate in the food sector, proposing the best products of our 
land, excellent products recognized and appreciated throughout the world, such as 
pasta, olive oil, tomatoes, cured meat, cheese and dairy products, truffles, coffee and 
desserts. 
Silarus is a network at service of everyone who looks for high quality products of 
the Italian tradition. We believe in the value of transparency, we personally visit the 
manufacturing companies, choosing only the best raw materials, and we first taste 
their products to make us guarantors of the undisputed quality of the products that 
we select.

sWEET CLUB sRL

Zona Industriale Aversa Nord, Cons. Impreco
81032
Tel: +39 081 8119097
Fax: +39 081 191 73723
export@sweetclub.it
www.sweetclub.eu
Region: Campania
STAND: S2640/G

Sweet Club was founded in 2009. We are specialized in the production of chocolate 
bars and hollow figures, eggs, pralines and dragees. Leader in our field of activity, we 
are developing our products, with innovative and delicious recipes. We are IFS and 
BRC certified. This is a guarantee of quality of our products for our Italian and foreign 
customers. Our mission is to build a long-lasting relationship with our customers 
and to produce exceptional products through innovation and advanced technology 
without forgetting our traditions. 
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TENUTA BiANChi CoNsERVE sRL

S.P 37, Km 3+300
71011 Apricena (FG)
Tel: +39 0882 644978
Fax: +39 0882 640098
info@tenutabianchi.it
www.tenutabianchi.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/P

Tenuta Bianchi Conserve is specialised in the production of fresh vegetables coming 
from the Apulian countryside, adopting a stringent product traceability regime. Our 
main goal is to provide products with high organoleptic characteristics, both nutrition-
al and tasty. Therefore, all our raw materials, processed and finished products must 
strictly comply with the quality standards that the current health and hygiene regula-
tion impose, also in terms of traceability, safety at work and environmental protection. 

UNiBRANds – BAkEd pRodUCTs spECiALisT

Via del Melograno, 24
70022 Altamura (BA)
Tel: +39 0835 307206
Fax: +39 0835 307206
info@primoforno.compri
www.primoforno.com
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2640/R

Unibrands is specialised in the production of bakery products fresh, chilled and 
frozen.  All our doughs are made with remilled durum wheat semolina, wich is 
the most appreciated and represents our seal of quality. Today Pane, Focaccia, 
Panfocaccia are made using the traditional rules: unique raw materials, of absolute 
quality, slow and natural handicraft production. We produce also for different private 
labels that operate on distribution channels like retail, foodservice, airlines and bake 
off.

UNioNCAMERE pUgLiA

Piazza Aldo Moro, 33/A
70122 Bari (BA)
Tel: +39 080 9645720
Fax: +39 080 9645310
info@unioncamerepuglia.it
www.unioncamerepuglia.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2620/C-D-E-F-G-H-K-N-O-P

Unioncamere Puglia supports the promotion and the internationalisation of 
companies operating in primary importance sectors in the Apulian region. We draw up 
and plan an annual programme of participation to international trade fairs, meetings, 
missions and events

VALLE FioRiTA

Via delle Comunicazioni, sn
72017 Ostuni (BR)
Tel: +39 0831 305980
Fax: +39 0831 339524
info@vallefiorita.it
www.vallefiorita.it
Region: Puglia
STAND: S2640/B

Valle Fiorita is one of the most dynamic and important Italian companies in the 
market of baked products and fresh filled sandwiches. The modern production 
technologies and the high quality of raw materials allow to introduce a wide range of 
products able to satisfy the most demanding consumers. The characteristic of Valle 
Fiorita products lies not only in following the contemporary trends of consumption, 
but also in their ability to offer tasty, various and balanced products with affordable 
prices. 
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ViNCENZo CApUTo sRL

Via Circumvallazione, 41
80049 Somma Vesuviana (NA)
Tel: +39 081 8992326
Fax: +39 081 8991376
pina.santucci@vincenzocaputosrl.it
www.vincenzocaputosrl.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2670/F

Vincenzo Caputo, since 1930 is specialised in the packaging of dried fruits and nuts. 
The company is now at its third-generation management, obtaining significant market 
share and costumer trust. Our products, which are carefully selected are: all types of 
nuts whole and shelled, dehydrated fruit, dried fruits and a range of tasty snacks.

ZAppALA’ spA

Via Ardichetto, sn
95019 Zafferana Etnea (CT)
Tel: +39 095 7085316
Fax: +39 095 7085325
info@zappala.it
export@zappala.it
Region: Sicilia
STAND: S2640/P

Zappala’ is the largest Sicilian cheese supplier for the Italian retail market. Thanks 
to its diversified production capacity divided in three plants in Sicily, it distributes in 
almost 21 countries around the world. We produce a wide and diversified range of 
products, chilled and frozen, like pecorino, smoked cheese, scamorza and provola, 
mozzarella and ricotta. 

ZARoTTi spA

Via Annunziata, snc
84048 Castellabate (SA)
Tel: +39 0521 243371
Fax: +39 0521 243676
info@zarotti.it
www.zarotti.it
Region: Campania
STAND: S2604/B

Our story starts on the Cilento coast where our main production plant is located 
to continue in the 90’s with the acquisition of Zarotti company, one of the most 
prestigious producers of high quality anchovy fillets. The factory in San Marco 
di Castellabate (SA), is a very modern establishment with the most advanced 
technologies. We are specialised in the production of anchovies fillets, baby clams, 
seafood sauces and tuna. Our homemade care gave us the leadership position in the 
market.




